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interwoven in the new symbol with its living beauty, there
is also the element of evil, for, if not, it would lack the glow
of life as well as beauty since life and beauty are naturally
indifferent to morality. For this reason, Kpimethcan
collectivity finds no value in it, For it is quite blinded
by its one-sided moral standpoint, which is identical with
the "lamb", i.& the traditional Christian standpoint, The
raging of Epimetheus against the "lamb1* is therefore
merely " fecrasez 1'infame " in a new form, a revolt against
the established Christianity which was unable to com-
prehend the new symbol wherewith to guide life upon
a new way,
Such a reaction, however, might remain entirely unpro-
ductive were there no poets who could fathom and read
the collective unconscious. They are the first in their
time to divine the darkly moving mysterious currents, and
to express them according to the limits of their capacity
in more or less speaking symbols,
They make known, like true prophets, the deep motions
of the collective unconscious, " the will of God" in the
language of the Old Testament, which, in the course of
time, must inevitably come to the surface as a general
phenomenon, The redemptive significance of the deed of
Prometheus, the downfall of Epimetheus, his reconciliation
with his soul-serving brother, and the vengeance Kpimetheus
wreaks upon the " lamb "—recalling in its note of cruelty
the scene (Dante, Inferno xxxii,) between Ugolino and
the Archbishop Ruggieri—prepares a solution of the
conflict that involves a deadly revolt against traditional
collective morality,
We may assume Jn a poet of modest limits that the
summit of his work does not overtop the height of his
personal joys, sorrows, and aspirations. But with Spitteler
his work quite transcends personal ,destiny, For this
reason his solution of the problem does not stand alone,

